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Figure 1: The worldwide revenue forecast for Cloud Business Email (unit: Million) [1].
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sender separately encrypts his files and the extracted keywords using the receiver’s public key, and sends the generated
ciphertexts to the server; then, the receiver sends a keyword-search trapdoor to the server to retrieve the encrypted
files with the expected keywords. Finally, the server finds all matching keyword-searchable ciphertexts, and sends the
corresponding encrypted files to the receiver, and the receiver decrypts these files.
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Figure 2: The Classic Appication of PEKS. Symbol P EKS(Wi ) denotes the keyword-searchable ciphertext generated
by PEKS
for keyword
Wi . Symbol P KE(F ) denotes the encrypted file F using a traditional public-key encryption
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Figure 3: The Main Idea of SPCHS. Symbol SP CHS(Wi ) denotes the keyword-searchable ciphertext generated by
SPCHS for keyword Wi . The dashed arrows denote the hidden relations.
The basic idea is effective in traditional PEKS schemes, but it is ineffective in PEKS schemes with both fast search
performance and semantic security. This scheme is called SPCHS and was first proposed by Xu et al.[3]. In SPCHS, as
shown in Figure 3, all searchable ciphertexts containing the same keyword, despite being in different files, are linked
by a hidden chain, and a hidden relation links from a public Head to all the first searchable ciphertexts of these chains.
When deleting a keyword-searchable ciphertext of a file, the corresponding chain of the keyword is broken, such that
the keyword cannot be searched again. A similar problem also appeared in the early works of searchable symmetric-key
encryption, such as in [4]. The problem was first solved by [5] in 2012, but our paper is the first to consider the problem
in the field of PEKS.
A. Our Final Ideas
To solve the above problem, we first extend our basic idea to support fast keyword and file-identifier searches by
constructing hidden relationships among searchable ciphertexts, as shown in Figure 4. All keyword-searchable ciphertexts
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Figure 4: An Example of Our First Idea. Suppose there are three files ID1 , ID2 and ID3 ; file ID1 has keywords
W1 and W2 , file ID2 has keyword W1 , and file ID3 has keywords W3 and W1 . Each box denotes a complete
searchable ciphertext, which consists of three parts. Symbol SP CHS(Wi /IDj ) denotes the keyword/file-identifiersearchable ciphertext generated by SPCHS for keyword Wi or file identifier IDj . Symbol Enc(IDi ) denotes a ciphertext
that can decrypt the file identifier IDi by the corresponding keyword-search trapdoor.
of the same keyword are linked by a hidden chain. All file-identifier-searchable ciphertexts of the same file are also linked
by a hidden chain, and a hidden relation links from a public Head to all the first searchable ciphertexts of these chains.
With a keyword-search or file-delete trapdoor and the public Head, the server finds the first matching ciphertext by the
corresponding relation from the Head at first. Secondly, another relation can be disclosed by the found ciphertext to guide
the server to find the next matching ciphertext. By continuing in the same way, the server quickly finds all matching
ciphertexts.
Second, to delete all searchable ciphertexts of a file, it is easy to delete all file-identifier-searchable ciphertexts of
the file, but it is challenging to securely delete all keyword-searchable ciphertexts of the file and repair the broken
chains. With a file-delete trapdoor, all keyword- and file-identifier-searchable ciphertexts of the file can be quickly found
using the above mentioned idea. Since the found file-identifier-searchable ciphertexts have no relationship with other
files’ searchable ciphertexts, they can be directly deleted. However, deleting the found keyword searchable ciphertexts
breaks the corresponding chains. To repair a broken chain, a straightforward method needs to know the former and latter
keyword-searchable ciphertexts of the deleted ciphertext, and then link the former and latter ciphertexts to construct a
complete chain. Clearly, this method is not compatible with semantic security since without the keyword-search trapdoor
of a keyword, no one knows any information about the hidden chain corresponding to the keyword.
To overcome this challenge, we divide a complete deletion operation into two steps, logical and physical deletion.
When deleting the keyword-searchable ciphertexts of a file, these ciphertexts are logically deleted by first tagging them
with a special label. Upon receiving a keyword-search trapdoor, the server not only finds all matching keyword-searchable
ciphertexts but also physically deletes their already tagged ciphertexts and repairs the broken chain. Clearly, this method
avoids the above contradiction.
B. Our Work
We formally define the concept of dynamic searchable public-key encryption (DSPE) and its semantic security at
first. DSPE is a general concept that includes not only the previous concepts of PEKS and SPCHS but also two new
features: (1) each searchable ciphertext contains an encrypted file identifier and one can decrypt the file identifier with
the corresponding keyword-search trapdoor; (2) with a file-delete trapdoor, the searchable ciphertexts of a file can be
identified and deleted. It is worth noting that the first feature enables DSPE to construct a hidden connection between
searchable ciphertexts and their corresponding encrypted files. Hence, DSPE can achieve semantic security not only in
theory but also in practice.
The semantic security of DSPE is defined for all keywords, file identifiers and hidden relations. This means that
(1) without any keyword-search or file-delete trapdoor, no one can distinguish any two searchable ciphertexts, and no
information about the hidden relations is leaked, and (2) with a keyword-search or file-delete trapdoor, one can only
disclose the corresponding relations, and the matching ciphertexts leak no information about the rest of the ciphertexts.
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In contrast, the semantic security of PEKS is defined only for all keywords, and the semantic security of SPCHS is
defined only for all keywords and hidden relations.
Following the formal definition of DSPE, this paper constructs a DSPE instance in which all searchable ciphertexts
contain the hidden relationships shown in Figure 3. With the file-delete trapdoor of a file, the hidden chain of the file
can be disclosed, and all ciphertexts of the file can be rapidly found and logically deleted. With a keyword-search
trapdoor, the hidden chain of the coresponding keyword can be disclosed, and all ciphertexts of the keyword can be
rapidly found. Simultaneously, identified ciphertexts that have been logically deleted by previous deletion operations are
physically deleted, and the corresponding chain is repaired. Based on the computational bilinear Diffie-Hellman (CBDH)
assumption [6], the instance is proven semantically secure in the random oracle (RO) model. In summary, our DSPE
instance has the following advantages: fast search and delete performance and semantic security in both theory and
practice.
C. Organization
Section II defines DSPE and its semantic security. Section III instantiates DPSE and proves the semantic security of
the constructed instance. Section IV experimentally demonstrates the performance of our DSPE instance for searching
keywords and deleting ciphertexts. Related work on PEKS is reviewed in Section V. This paper is concluded in Section
VI.
II. M ODELING DSPE
This section formalizes the model of DSPE and defines its security notion. In DSPE, suppose that each file has a
unique file identifier ID and contains several keywords. Intuitively, DSPE extends SPCHS by defining two new algorithms
DeleteTrapdoor and Delete, which generate a file-delete trapdoor and delete the intended ciphertexts, respectively. In
addition, DSPE extends the encryption algorithm of SPCHS by adding a file identifier as an input, such that the generated
ciphertext can be searched by a file-delete trapdoor and decrypt the file identifier with the corresponding keyword-search
trapdoor.
Definition 1 (DSPE). Let W and ID be the keyword and file-identifier spaces, respectively. A DSPE scheme consists
of seven algorithms:
k
k
• Setup(1 , W, ID): Take a security parameter 1 , W and ID as inputs and probabilistically generate a pair of
master public-and-secret keys (PK, SK), where PK includes W, ID and the ciphertext space C;
• StructureInitialization(PK): Take PK as input and probabilistically initialize a hidden structure by generating
its private and public parts (Pri, Pub);
• Encryption(PK, w, id, Pri): Take PK, a keyword w ∈ W, a file identifier id ∈ ID and a hidden structure’s
private part Pri as inputs, probabilistically generate a searchable ciphertext C ∈ C with the hidden structure of
Pri, and update Pri;
• SearchTrapdoor(SK, w): Take SK and a keyword w ∈ W as inputs and generate the corresponding keywordsearch trapdoor Tw ;
• DeleteTrapdoor(SK, id): Take SK and a file identifier id ∈ ID as inputs and output a file-delete trapdoor Tid
of id;
• Search(PK, Pub, C, Tw0 ): Take PK, a hidden structure’s public part Pub, all searchable ciphertexts C and
a keyword-search trapdoor Tw0 of keyword w0 as inputs, disclose partial relations for guidance to identify the
ciphertexts containing keyword w0 with the hidden structure of Pub, decrypt the identified ciphertexts and output
the contained file identifiers;
• Delete(PK, Pub, C, Tid0 ): Take PK, a hidden structure’s public part Pub, all searchable ciphertexts C and
a file-delete trapdoor Tid0 of file id0 as inputs, disclose partial relations for guidance to find out the ciphertexts
containing file id0 with the hidden structure of Pub, and delete the found ciphertexts.
Additionally, a DSPE scheme must be consistent in the following two senses: (1) given any keyword-search trapdoor Tw0
and any hidden structure’s public part Pub, all ciphertexts of keyword w0 with the hidden structure Pub can be found
by algorithm Search(PK, Pub, C, Tw0 ); (2) similarly, given any file-delete trapdoor Tid0 and any hidden structure’s
public part Pub, algorithm Delete(PK, Pub, C, Tid0 ) finds all ciphertexts of file id0 with the hidden structure Pub.
Our DSPE definition also implies the traditional definition of PEKS if no hidden structure is initialized and the input
parameters Pri and Pub, respectively, of algorithms Encryption and Delete are null.
In the application of DSPE, a receiver sets up DSPE by running algorithm Setup. Each sender initializes a hidden
structure before the initial time to generate a searchable ciphertext using algorithm StructureInitialization, generates
searchable ciphertexts for his files using algorithm Encryption, and uploads these ciphertexts to a server. Algorithm
SearchTrapdoor enables the receiver to generate a keyword-search trapdoor. Upon receiving this trapdoor, the server
runs algorithm Search for all senders’ structures to obtain the file identifiers, which identify the files containing the
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queried keyword. Similarly, upon receiving a file-delete trapdoor generated by algorithm DeleteTrapdoor from the
receiver, the server runs algorithm Delete for all senders’ structures to delete the searchable ciphertexts of the intended
file.
The goal of the semantic security of DSPE is to resist adaptively chosen keyword, file-identifier and structure attacks
(SS-CKFSA). As in the semantic security of SPCHS, a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A is allowed to
know the master public key and all structures’ public parts, query the trapdoors for adaptively chosen keywords, and query
the private parts for adaptively chosen structures. In addition, SS-CKFSA security allows the adversary A to query the
trapdoors for adaptively chosen file identifiers and to query the searchable ciphertexts for adaptively chosen keywords, file
identifiers and structures, including the targets that the adversary would like to be challenged. The adversary chooses two
challenge triples, in which each triple consists of a keyword, a file identifier and a structure. SS-CKFSA security means
that given a ciphertext of one of the two challenge triples, the adversary cannot determine which challenge keyword or
which challenge file identifier or which challenge structure the challenge ciphertext corresponds to, if the adversary does
not know the two challenge keywords search trapdoors, the two challenge file identifiers’ delete trapdoors, and the two
challenge structures private parts.
Definition 2 (SS-CKFSA Security). Suppose there are N ∈ N hidden structures at most . A DSPE scheme is SS-CKFSA
SS-CKFSA
secure, if any PPT adversary A has only a negligible advantage AdvDSPE,A
to win in the following SS-CKFSA game:
• Setup Phase: A challenger sets up the DSPE scheme using algorithm Setup to generate a pair of master publicand-secret keys (PK, SK), initializes N hidden structures using algorithm StructureInitialization N times (let
PSet be the set of all public parts of these N hidden structures), and sends PK and PSet to A;
• Query Phase 1: Adversary A adaptively issues the following queries several times.
– Search-Trapdoor Query QST rap (w): Taking a keyword w ∈ W as input, the challenger returns the keywordsearch trapdoor of keyword w;
– Delete-Trapdoor Query QDT rap (id): Taking a file identifier id ∈ ID as input, the challenger returns the
file-delete trapdoor of file id;
– Privacy Query QP ri (Pub): Taking a hidden structure’s public part Pub ∈ PSet as input, the challenger
returns the corresponding private part;
– Encryption Query QEnc (w, id, Pub): Taking a keyword w ∈ W, a file identifier id and a hidden structure’s
public part Pub as inputs, the challenger generates and returns a searchable ciphertext of keyword w and file
identifier id with the hidden structure Pub.
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
• Challenge Phase: A sends two challenge triples (w0 , id0 , Pub0 ) ∈ W × ID × PSet and (w1 , id1 , Pub1 ) ∈
W × ID × PSet to the challenger. The challenger randomly chooses d ∈ {0, 1} and returns a challenge ciphertext
Cd∗ of (wd∗ , id∗d , Pub∗d ) to A.
• Query Phase 2: It is the same as Query Phase 1. Note that both in Query Phase 1 and Query Phase 2, adversary
A cannot query the corresponding private parts of Pub∗0 and Pub∗1 , the keyword-search trapdoors of w0∗ and w1∗ ,
and the file-delete trapdoors of id∗0 and id∗1 .
1
0
0
SS-CKFSA
0
• Guess Phase: A sends a guess d to the challenger. We say that A wins if d = d and let AdvDSPE,A = P r[d = d ]− 2
be the advantage of A to win in the above game.
III. I NSTANTIATING DSPE
$

Let x ← X denote an element x being randomly sampled from the set X. Let ê : G × G → GT be a bilinear map,
where G and GT denote two multiplicative groups of prime order q. Let g be a generator of G. Let ê be an efficiently
$
computable and non-degenerate function with the bilinearity property ê(g a , g b ) = ê(g, g)ab , where (a, b) ← Z∗q and
ê(g, g) is a generator of GT . Let BGen(1k ) be an efficient bilinear map generator that takes a security parameter
1k as input and probabilistically
generates (q, G, GT , g, ê). Let W and ID be the keyword and file identifier spaces,
T
respectively. Suppose W ID = ∅. Let |ID| denote the binary length of ID. Suppose a deleted file identifier will never
be re-used. A DSPE instance is then constructed as follows:
k
k
k
• Setup(1 , W, ID): Take a security parameter 1 , W and ID as inputs, compute (q, G, GT , g, ê) ← BGen(1 ),
$
pick s ← Z∗q , set p = g s , set the ciphertext space C ⊆ {0, 1}2k × G × {0, 1}1+k+|ID| × {0, 1}k , choose three
cryptographic hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H2 : GT → {0, 1}k and H3 : GT → {0, 1}1+k+|ID| , and finally
generate the master public key PK = (q, G, GT , g, ê, p, H1 , H2 , H3 , W, ID, C) and the master secret key SK = s.
$
∗
u
• StructureInitialization(PK): Take PK as input, pick u ← Zq , set Pri = (u) and Pub = g , and initialize a
hidden structure by generating its private and public parts (Pri, Pub). Note that Pri is a variable list formed as
{u, (w, P t[u, w]), (id, P t[u, id])|w ∈ W, id ∈ ID, P t[u, w/id] ∈ {0, 1}k }, which is initialized as (u).
• Encryption(PK, w, id, Pri): Take PK, a keyword w ∈ W, a file identifier id ∈ ID and a hidden structure’s
$
private part Pri as inputs, pick r ← Z∗q , and perform the following steps to generate and output the searchable
ciphertext C = (Lw , Lid , Lr , Dw , Did ):
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•
•
•

•

1) Retrieve record (w, P t[u, w]) by w in Pri, set Lr = g r ;
$
2) If the record does not exist, add (w, P t[u, w] ← {0, 1}k ) into Pri, and set Lw = H2 (ê(p, H1 (w))u ) and
r
Dw = H3 (ê(p, H1 (w)) ) ⊕ (0||id||P t[u, w]);
$
3) Otherwise, pick Pw ← {0, 1}k , set Lw = P t[u, w] and Dw = H3 (ê(p, H1 (w))r ) ⊕ (0||id||Pw ), update
P t[u, w] = Pw in Pri;
4) Retrieve record (id, P t[u, id]) by id in Pri;
$
5) If the record does not exist, add (id, P t[u, id] ← {0, 1}k ) into Pri, and set Lid = H2 (ê(p, H1 (id))u ) and
Did = H2 (ê(p, H1 (id))r ) ⊕ P t[u, id];
$
6) Otherwise, pick Pid ← {0, 1}k , set Lid = P t[u, id] and Did = H2 (ê(p, H1 (id))r )⊕Pid , update P t[u, id] = Pid
in Pri.
SearchTrapdoor(SK, w): Take SK and a keyword w ∈ W as inputs and generate a keyword-search trapdoor
Tw = H1 (w)s of keyword w.
DeleteTrapdoor(SK, id): Take SK and a file identifier id ∈ ID as inputs and generate a file-delete trapdoor
Tid = H1 (id)s of file identifier id.
Search(PK, Pub, C, Tw0 ): Take PK, a hidden structure’s public part Pub, all searchable ciphertexts C and a
keyword-search trapdoor Tw0 of keyword w0 and perform the following steps:
1) Initialize an empty set I, two variables i = 0 and j = 0, and two temporary pointers P t = H2 (ê(Pub, Tw0 ))
and P t0 = N U LL;
i
i
, Did
) having Liw = P t in C. If the ciphertext does not
2) Set i = i + 1, seek a ciphertext C i = (Liw , Liid , Lir , Dw
exist then return I and abort;
i
3) Set (T ag||id||P t) = Dw
⊕ H3 (ê(Lir , Tw0 ));
4) If T ag = 0, add id into I, set j = i and P t0 = P t, and go to step 2);
5) If T ag = 1 and i = 1, set j = i and P t0 = P t, and go to step 2);
j
j
, Did
) by setting
6) If T ag = 1 and i > 1, update the previously found ciphertext C j = (Ljw , Ljid , Ljr , Dw
|ID|
0
i
j
j
||P t ⊕ P t), physically delete the ciphertext C and go to step 2);
Dw = Dw ⊕ (0||0
Delete(PK, Pub, C, Tid0 ): Take PK, a hidden structure’s public part Pub, all searchable ciphertexts C and a
file-delete trapdoor Tid0 of file identifier id0 as inputs and perform the following steps:
1) Initialize a temporary pointer P t = H2 (ê(Pub, Tid0 ));
2) Seek a ciphertext C = (Lw , Lid , Lr , Dw , Did ) having Lid = P t in C;
3) If the ciphertext does not exist, return ⊥ and abort;
4) Otherwise, logically delete the ciphertext by updating its Dw = Dw ⊕ (1||0k+|ID| ), set P t = Did ⊕
H2 (ê(Lr , Tid0 )) and go to step 2).
Pub = g u

Lw1   2 (eˆ( p, 1 ( w1 ))u ) Lr  g r Lid1   2 (eˆ( p, 1 (id1 ))u )

Cw1 ,id1：Dw

  3 (eˆ( p, 1 ( w1 ))r )  (0 || id1 || Pt [u, w1 ])
Did1   2 (eˆ( p, 1 (id1 )) r )  Pt [u, id1 ]
1

Have the same value

Lid2   2 (eˆ( p, 1 (id 2 ))u )
Lw1 =Pt[u , w1 ]
Lr  g r
r
  3 (eˆ( p, 1 ( w1 )) )  (0 || id 2 || Pt [u , w1 ])
1
Did2   2 (eˆ( p, 1 (id 2 )) r )  Pt [u, id 2 ]

Cw1 ,id 2：Dw

Have the same value

Lw1 =Pt[u , w1 ]
Lr  g r
Lid3   2 (eˆ( p, 1 (id3 ))u )
r
Cw1 ,id3：Dw1   3 (eˆ( p, 1 ( w1 )) )  (0 || id3 || Pt [u, w1 ])
Did3   2 (eˆ( p, 1 (id3 )) r )  Pt [u , id3 ]

Figure 5: An Example. Note that in each ciphertext, parameter P t[u, w1 ] is randomly chosen before generating Dw1
according to step 2) and 3) of algorithm Encryption, and parameter r will be randomly chosen.
An Example. Suppose a receiver has generated the master public and secret keys using algorithm Setup. A sender
would like to generate searchable ciphertexts for files id1 , id2 and id3 , and these files have the same keyword w1 . The
sender runs algorithm StructureInitialization to initialize a hidden structure with parameters (Pri = u, Pub = g u ).
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Then he takes (w1 , id1 ), (w1 , id2 ) and (w1 , id3 ) as inputs to run algorithm Encryption and generates searchable
ciphertexts Cw1 ,id1 , Cw1 ,id2 and Cw1 ,id3 , which are uploaded to a server, as shown in Figure 5.
Since ciphertext Cw1 ,id1 is the first of keyword w1 , the generated Lw1 of Cw1 ,id1 by step 2) of algorithm Encryption
implies a hidden relationship with Pub. The hidden relationship can be disclosed by steps 1) and 2) of algorithm Search
with keyword-search trapdoor Tw1 . In addition, ciphertexts Cw1 ,id1 , Cw1 ,id2 and Cw1 ,id3 construct a hidden chain by step
3) of algorithm Encryption. In other words, the part Dw1 of the former ciphertext encrypts a point P t[u, w1 ] having
the same value as the part Lw1 of the latter ciphertext. Also, by using keyword-search trapdoor Tw1 , the hidden chain
can be disclosed by steps 3) and 4) of algorithm Search. Similarly, there are hidden relationships existing between
Pub and parts Lid1 , Lid2 and Lid3 of those ciphertexts, according to step 5) of algorithm Encryption. These hidden
relationships can be disclosed by step 1) of algorithm Delete using the corresponding file-delete trapdoors.
Suppose the receiver would like to delete ciphertext Cw1 ,id2 . He generates file-delete trapdoor Tid2 using algorithm
DeleteTrapdoor. With trapdoor Tid2 , the server logically deletes ciphertext Cw1 ,id2 using algorithm Delete. In other
words, part Dw1 of ciphertext Cw1 ,id2 is modified to Dw1 = H3 (ê(p, H1 (w1 ))r ) ⊕ (1||id2 ||P t[u, w1 ]). Upon receiving
keyword-search trapdoor Tw1 , the server physically deletes ciphertext Cw1 ,id2 and repairs the broken chain by step 6) of
algorithm Search.
Consistency. The essence of proving the consistency of our instance is to prove that the corresponding ciphertexts can
be found with a keyword-search or file-delete trapdoor. In other words, with a keyword-search trapdoor Tw or a file-delete
trapdoor Tid , the server can sequentially compute some pointers directed at the intended ciphertexts. The consistency of
our instance is formally proved as follows.
Theorem 1. Suppose that except with a negligible probability in parameter k, the hash functions H1 , H2 and H3 are
collision free. The above DSPE scheme is consistent, also except with a negligible probability in parameter k.
Proof: Referring to Definition 1, a DSPE scheme must be consistent in the following two senses: (1) given any
keyword-search trapdoor Tw0 and any hidden structure’s public part Pub, all the ciphertexts of keyword w0 with the
hidden structure Pub can be found using algorithm Search(PK, Pub, C, Tw0 ); (2) given any file-delete trapdoor Tid0
and any hidden structure’s public part Pub, algorithm Delete(PK, Pub, C, Tid0 ) finds all the ciphertexts of file id0
with the hidden structure Pub.
To prove the consistency in the first sense, without loss of generality, it can be proven that given the keywordsearchable trapdoor Twi = H(wi )s of keyword wi ∈ W and the hidden structure’s public part Pub = g u , algorithm
Search(PK, Pub, C, Twi ) finds all ciphertexts of keyword wi with the hidden structure Pub. According to algorithm
Encryption, all ciphertexts of keyword wi in the hidden structure Pub construct a hidden chain, and the first ciphertext
1
1
1
, Did
)) of the chain has L1wi = H2 (ê(p, H1 (wi ))u ). According to the first step of
= (L1wi , L1id , L1r , Dw
(let it be Cw
i
i
algorithm Search, it is easy to find that P t = L1wi . Hence, the first ciphertext of keyword wi can be found. To find
the remaining ciphertexts of keyword wi , the third step of algorithm Search decrypts a pointer that has the same
value as the first part of the next ciphertext of keyword wi . In other words, the pointer is directed toward the next
ciphertext of keyword wi . Hence, algorithm Search(PK, Pub, C, Twi ) can find the second ciphertext of keyword wi .
By continuing in this manner, all ciphertexts of keyword wi with the hidden structure Pub can be found. In addition,
to complete the proof, we must consider the special case that some ciphertexts of keyword wi will be deleted from the
hidden chain when running algorithm Search(PK, Pub, C, Twi ). Hence, we must prove that the hidden chain will be
repaired well before the next running of algorithm Search(PK, Pub, C, Twi ). According to the fifth step of algorithm
Search, the first ciphertext of the hidden chain never be deleted. When deleting a middle ciphertext of the hidden
chain, the sixth step of algorithm Search repairs the hidden chain. For example, suppose that there are three ciphertexts
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
Cw
= (L1wi , L1id , L1r , Dw
, Did
), Cw
= (L2wi , L2id , L2r , Dw
, Did
) and Cw
= (L3wi , L3id , L3r , Dw
, Did
) in the hidden
i
i
i
i
i
i
1
2
2
3
2
1
chain, Dwi encrypts Lwi , and Dwi encrypts Lwi . Upon deleting ciphertext Cwi , the sixth step updates ciphertext Cw
,
i
1
3
2
1
3
such that Dwi encrypts Lwi (not Lwi ). In other words, it results in ciphertext Cwi being relinked to ciphertext Cw
,
i
so the repaired hidden chain is also workable. In this way, we can prove that algorithm Search(PK, Pub, C, Twi ) is
correct.
Compared with the proof in the first sense, it is easy to prove consistency in the second sense. Hence, the details are
omitted here.
Security Proof. The SS-CKFSA security of our DSPE instance relies on the CBDH assumption [6], which is defined
as follows.
Definition 3 (The CBDH Assumption.). The CBDH problem in BGen(1k ) = (q, G, GT , g, ê) is defined as the probability
$
CBDH k
of any PPT algorithm B to compute the value ê(g, g)abc when given (g a , g b , g c ), where (a, b, c) ← Z∗3
(1 )
q . Let P rB
k
CBDH k
denote that probability. We say that the CBDH assumption holds in BGen(1 ) if the probability P rB (1 ) is negligible
in parameter k.
For the security proof, we prove that if an adversary can break the SS-CKFSA security of our DSPE instance in the
RO model, then an algorithm can be constructed to solve the CBDH problem in BGen(1k ). Formally, we have the
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following Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Suppose that there are at most N ∈ N hidden structures and the sizes of the keyword space W and fileidentifier space ID are polynomial. Let the hash functions H1 , H2 and H3 be modeled as three random oracles QH1 (·),
QH2 (·) and QH3 (·), respectively. Suppose a PPT adversary A wins in the SS-CKFSA game of the above DSPE scheme
SS-CKFSA
with advantage AdvDSPE,A
, in which A makes at most q1 queries to Oracle Query QH1 (·), at most q2 queries to Oracle
Query QH2 (·), at most q3 queries to Oracle Query QH3 (·), at most qs queries to Search-Trapdoor QueryQST rap (·),
at most qd queries to Delete-Trapdoor Query QDT rap (·), at most qp queries to Privacy Query QP ri (·) and at most qe
queries to Encryption Query QEnc (·). Then, there is a PPT algorithm B that solves the CBDH problem in BGen(1k )
with probability greater than
SS-CKFSA
66 · AdvDSPE,A

e6 · (qs + qd + qp )6 · (q3 + qe ) · (|W| + |ID|) · N · σ 2
, where e is the base of natural logarithms.
Proof: To prove this theorem, we construct a PPT algorithm B that plays the SS-CKFSA game with adversary A and
utilizes the capability of A to solve the CBDH problem in BGen(1k ) = (q, G, GT , g, ê) with probability P rBCBDH (1k ).
σ
Let coin ← {0, 1} denote the operation that picks coin ∈ {0, 1} according to probability P r[coin = 1] = σ (the specified
value of σ will be determined later). The constructed algorithm B in the SS-CKFSA game is as follows.
a
b c
• Setup Phase: Algorithm B takes (q, G, GT , g, ê, g , g , g ) and spaces (W, ID) as inputs and performs the following
steps:
1) Initialize the five lists H1 List = ∅ ⊆ {W, ID} × G × Z∗q × {0, 1}, H2 List = ∅ ⊆ GT × {0, 1}k , H3 List =
∅ ⊆ GT × {0, 1}1+k+|ID| , Pt = ∅ ⊆ {W, ID} × G × {0, 1}k and SList = ∅ ⊆ G × Z∗q × {0, 1};
2) Initialize N hidden structures by repeating the following steps for i ∈ [1, N ]:
$

•

$

a) Pick ui ← Z∗q and coini ← {0, 1};
b) If coini = 1, set Pubi = g b·ui ;
c) Otherwise, set Pubi = g ui ;
3) Set PSet = {Pubi |i ∈ [1, N ]} and SList = {(Pubi , ui , coini )|i ∈ [1, N ]};
4) Set the master public key PK = (q, G, GT , g, ê, p = g a , W, ID, C), and send PK and PSet to adversary A;
Query Phase 1: Adversary A adaptively issues the following queries multiple times.
– Oracle Query QH1 (w/id): Taking a keyword w or a file identifier id (which has never been queried before) as
$
σ
input, algorithm B picks x ← Z∗q and coin ← {0, 1}, adds (w/id, z = g x , x, coin) into H1 List and outputs z
c·x
if coin = 0, otherwise adds (w/id, z = g , x, coin) into H1 List and outputs z;
– Oracle Query QH2 (v): Taking a value v ∈ GT (which has never been queried before) as input, algorithm B
$
picks y ← {0, 1}k , adds (v, y) into H2 List and outputs y;
– Oracle Query QH3 (v): Taking a value v ∈ GT (which has never been queried before) as input, algorithm B
$
picks y ← {0, 1}1+k+|ID| , adds (v, y) into H3 List and outputs y;
– Search-Trapdoor Query QST rap (w): Taking a keyword w ∈ W as input, algorithm B queries oracle QH1 (w)
if w has never been queried before, retrieves (w, z, x, coin) according to w from H1 List, outputs g a·x if
coin = 0, otherwise aborts and outputs ⊥;
– Delete-Trapdoor Query QDT rap (id): Taking a file identifier id ∈ ID as input, algorithm B queries oracle
QH1 (id) if id has never been queried before, retrieves (id, z, x, coin) according to id from H1 List, outputs
g a·x if coin = 0, otherwise aborts and outputs ⊥;
– Privacy Query QP ri (Pub): Taking a hidden structure’s public part Pub ∈ PSet as input, algorithm B retrieves
(Pub, u, coin) according to Pub from SList, outputs u if coin = 0, otherwise aborts and outputs ⊥;
– Encryption Query QEnc (w, id, Pubi ): Taking a keyword w ∈ W, a file identifier id ∈ ID and a hidden
structure’s public part Pubi as inputs, algorithm B queries oracle QH1 (w) or QH1 (id) if w or id have never
been queried before, retrieves (w, zw , xw , coinw ) and (id, zid , xid , coinid ) from H1 List according to w and
$
id, respectively, retrieves (Pubi , ui , coini ) from SList according to Pubi , picks r ← Z∗q , computes Lr = g r
and performs the following steps:
1) Seek (w, Pubi , P t[ui , w]) by w and Pubi in Pt;
$
2) If it does not exist, add (w, Pubi , P t[ui , w] ← {0, 1}k ) to Pt, compute Dw = QH3 (ê(g a , zw )r ) ⊕
(0||id||P t[ui , w]) and perform the following steps:
V
$
a) If coinw = 1 V coini = 1, set Lw ← {0, 1}k ;
b) If coinw = 0 coini = 1, set Lw = QH2 (ê(g a , g b )xw ·ui );
c) If coini = 0, set Lw = QH2 (ê(g a , zw )ui );
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$

3) Otherwise, pick Pw ← {0, 1}k , set Lw = P t[ui , w], compute Dw = QH3 (ê(g a , zw )r ) ⊕ (0||id||Pw ) and
update P t[ui , w] = Pw ;
4) Seek (id, Pubi , P t[ui , id]) by id and Pubi in Pt;
$
5) If it does not exist, add (id, Pubi , P t[ui , id] ← {0, 1}k ) to Pt, compute Did = QH2 (ê(g a , zid )r )⊕P t[ui , id]
and perform the following steps:
V
$
a) If coinid = 1 V coini = 1, set Lid ← {0, 1}k ;
b) If coinid = 0 coini = 1, set Lid = QH2 (ê(g a , g b )xid ·ui );
c) If coini = 0, set Lid = QH2 (ê(g a , zid )ui );
$

•

6) Otherwise, pick Pid ← {0, 1}k , set Lid = P t[ui , id], compute Did = QH2 (ê(g a , zid )r ) ⊕ Pid and update
P t[ui , id] = Pid ;
7) Output the searchable ciphertext C = (Lw , Lid , Lr , Dw , Did );
Challenge Phase: Adversary A sends two challenge tuples (w0∗ , id∗0 , Pub∗0 ) and (w1∗ , id∗1 , Pub∗1 ) to algorithm B;
B randomly chooses d ∈ {0, 1} and performs the following steps:
1) Query QH1 for the elements in (w0∗ , id∗0 , w1∗ , id∗1 ) that have never been queried before;
2) If there is any element in (w0∗ , id∗0 , Pub∗0 , w1∗ , id∗1 , Pub∗1 ) whose coin = 0 in H1 List and SList, then abort
and output ⊥;
3) Generate the challenge ciphertext Cd∗ = (Lwd∗ , Lid∗d , Lrd∗ , Dwd∗ , Did∗d ) as follows:
$

$

a) Set Lrd∗ = g b , Dwd∗ ← {0, 1}1+k+|ID| and Did∗d ← {0, 1}k ;
b) Seek (wd∗ , Pub∗d , P t[u∗d , wd∗ ]) by wd∗ and Pub∗d in Pt;
$
$
c) If it does not exist, add (wd∗ , Pub∗d , P t[u∗d , wd∗ ] ← {0, 1}k ) to Pt, set Lwd∗ ← {0, 1}k ;
$

d) Otherwise, pick Pwd∗ ← {0, 1}k , set Lwd∗ = P t[u∗d , wd∗ ] and update P t[u∗d , wd∗ ] = Pwd∗ ;
e) Seek (id∗d , Pub∗d , P t[u∗d , id∗d ]) by id∗d and Pub∗d in Pt;
$
$
f) If it does not exist, add (id∗d , Pub∗d , P t[u∗d , id∗d ] ← {0, 1}k ) to Pt, set Lid∗d ← {0, 1}k ;
$

g) Otherwise, pick Pid∗d ← {0, 1}k , set Lid∗d = P t[u∗d , id∗d ] and update P t[u∗d , id∗d ] = Pid∗d ;
4) Send the challenge ciphertext Cd∗ to A;
• Query Phase 2: This phase is the same as Query Phase 1. Note that in Query Phase 1 and Query Phase 2,
adversary A cannot query the corresponding private parts of Pub∗0 and Pub∗1 , the corresponding search trapdoors
of w0∗ and w1∗ , and the corresponding delete trapdoors of id∗0 and id∗1 .
0
• Guess Phase: Adversary A sends a guess d to the challenger. Algorithm B randomly chooses a record (v, y) in
∗
∗ b·xwd
, xwd∗ , coinwd∗ ) according to wd∗ from list H1 List, and solves the CBDH
H3 List, retrieves the record (wd , g
1/x ∗
problem by computing and returning v wd .
Suppose algorithm B does not abort in the above SS-CKFSA game. Under this assumption, we have the following
facts:
• It is easy to find that all the above phases, excluding the encryption query QEnc (w, id, Pubi ) in Query Phase and
the generation of the challenge ciphertext in Challenge Phase, are indistinguishable from a real SS-CKFA game.
• In Query Phase, an encryption query QEnc (w, id, Pubi ) will not generate a real ciphertext if the corresponding
coin values are coinw = 1 or coinid = 1 when coini = 1. However, this exception cannot be found by adversary
A if he does not query QH2 (ê(g, g)abc·xw ui ) or QH2 (ê(g, g)abc·xid ui ) in Query Phase 1 or Query Phase 2.
• In Challenge Phase, the challenge ciphertext is incorrectly generated, but adversary A cannot find this incorabc·xid∗ u∗
abc·xid∗
abc·xw∗ u∗
d)
d d ), Q
d d ), Q
rectness (or exception) if he does not query QH2 (ê(g, g)
H2 (ê(g, g)
H2 (ê(g, g)
abc·xw∗
d ) for d ∈ {0, 1} in Query Phase 1 or Query Phase 2. Therefore, adveresary A has no
or QH3 (ê(g, g)
advantage to win the above game since the challenge ciphertext in this case is independent of the challenge tuples
(w0∗ , id∗0 , Pub∗0 ) and (w1∗ , id∗1 , Pub∗1 ).
SS-CKFSA
• Recall that adversary A has advantage AdvDSPE,A
to win the SS-CKFSA game. Let Query be the event that
adversary A issues the above mentioned queries in Query Phase or Challenge Phase. Correspondingly, let Query
be the opposite event of Query. We have
SS-CKFSA
AdvDSPE,A

1
2
= P r[d = d0 |Query] · P r[Query]+

= P r[d = d0 ] −

P r[d = d0 |Query] · P r[Query] −
1
= (P r[d = d0 |Query] − ) · P r[Query]
2

1
2
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•

SS-CKFSA
Furthermore, it implies that P r[Query] > AdvDSPE,A
.
According to the coin values of all keywords, file identifiers and hidden structures, the maximum number of possible
queries in the event Query is (|W| + |ID|) · N · σ 2 . Hence, the probability of the event that adversary A queries
abc·xw∗
1
SS-CKFSA
d ) is greater than
QH3 (ê(g, g)
(|W|+|ID|)·N ·σ 2 · AdvDSPE,A . This implies that algorithm B has probability
1
SS-CKFSA
greater than (q3 +qe )·(|W|+|ID|)·N ·σ2 · AdvDSPE,A to solve the CBDH problem.

Let Abort denote the event that algorithm B does not abort in the above game. According to the above game, the
probability of the event Abort only relies on the following three parts: (1) the probability σ; (2) the number of times
adversary A queries trapdoors QST rap and QDT rap and privacy QP ri ; (3) the coin values of all elements in the challenge
tuples. We have that P r[Abort] = (1 − σ)qs +qd +qp · σ 6 . Let σ = qs +qd6+qp +6 and P r[Abort] ≈ ( e·(qs +q6 d +qp ) )6 , where
e is the base of natural logarithms.
Finally, we have that algorithm B approximately has probability greater than
SS-CKFSA
66 · AdvDSPE,A
e6 · (qs + qd + qp )6 · (q3 + qe ) · (|W| + |ID|) · N · σ 2

to solve the CBDH problem, where e is the base of natural logarithms.
IV. P ERFORMANCE
We coded our DSPE instance and tested the time costs of algorithm Search to find the matching ciphertexts and
physically delete some ciphertexts. Table I shows the system parameters, including computer hardware, system software
and the chosen elliptic curve. Assume that there are 104 searchable ciphertexts, each ciphertext contains one of the
keywords shown in Table II, and the number of ciphertexts containing the same keyword is approximately equal to the
real frequency of the corresponding keyword multiplied by 104 .
Table I: System parameters.
Hardware
OS
Program Library

Intel Xeon CPU E5-2420 v2 @ 2.20GHz
CentOS
Pairing-Based Cryptography (PBC)
Mathematical Parameters
Elliptic Curve
y 2 = x3 + x
878071079966331252243778198475404981580
688319941420821102865339926647563088022
Base Field
295707862517942266222142315585876958231
7459277713367317481324925129998224791
730750818665451621361119
Order
245571504901405976559617
The default unit is decimal

Table II: The frequencies of some keywords.
No.
1
3
5
7
9

Keyword
life
woman
man
way
time

Freq.
6.68%
6.91%
8.29%
9.5%
15.47%

No.
2
4
6
8
10

Keyword
child
thing
day
people
year

Freq.
6.8%
8.12%
8.73%
13.98%
15.52%

Figure 6 shows the time costs to search for 10 keywords. Since the search complexity of a keyword in our DSPE
instance is linearly related to the number of ciphertexts containing the keyword, the time costs of the keywords are
different. For example, the time cost is approximately 779 ms to search the keyword ”life”, which has the minimum
frequency, and the time cost is approximately 1799 ms to search keyword ”year”, which has the maximum frequency.
Figure 7 shows the time costs to physically delete some ciphertexts. Specifically, we test the time costs to physically
delete different numbers of ciphertexts. For example, the time cost is approximately 0.4 ms to physically delete 100
ciphertexts, and the time cost is approximately 4.3 ms to physically delete 1000 ciphertexts.
We do not test the time cost of algorithm Delete to logically delete some cipertexts since the related operations take
much less time than bilinear-map operation when seaching a keyword or physically deleting a ciphertext.
In summary, the search performance of our DSPE instance is linearly related to the number of ciphertexts containing
the queried keyword, and its physical delete performance is linearly related to the number of ciphertexts to be deleted.
Moreover, without considering the time cost to retrieve ciphertexts from storage, the two performance indicators are
independent of the total number of ciphertexts. Hence, it is clearer to demonstrate the performance of our DSPE scheme
by listing the time cost to find one matching ciphertext or to physically delete one ciphertext. According to our above
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Figure 7: The time costs to physically delete some ciphertexts.

experiments, the time cost to find one matching ciphertext is approximately 1.16 ms, and the time cost to physically
delete one ciphertext is approximately 0.004 ms.
V. R ELATED W ORKS
Most of the follow-up research to the seminal work on PEKS can be categorized as follows.
Traditional PEKS. Abdella et al. [7] revised the definition of PEKS’s consistency and constructed some transformations
among primitives related to PEKS. Crescenzo et al. [8] proposed a PEKS scheme using a variant of the quadratic
residuosity problem instead of a bilinear map. Khader [9] proposed the first PEKS scheme in the standard model.
PEKS with Functional Search. The related works include conjunctive search [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], range
search [16], [17], [18], subset search [18], time-scope search [7], [19], similarity search [20], authorized search [21],
[22], equality test for heterogeneous ciphertexts [23], and fuzzy keyword search [24].
Secure Channel Free PEKS. The traditional PEKS schemes require a secure channel to transmit keyword-search
trapdoors. To remove this requirement, Baek et al. [15] proposed a secure channel-free PEKS (SCF-PEKS) scheme in
which all keyword-search trapdoors are encrypted using the designated server’s public key. Rhee et al. [25] proposed a
SCF-PEKS scheme to achieve the enhanced security model of [15]. Fang et al. [26] proposed a SCF-PEKS scheme in
the standard model. Emura et al. [27] proposed a SCF-PEKS scheme to resist adaptive attacks.
PEKS against Keyword Guessing Attack. Byun et al. first proposed the keyword guessing attack (KGA) [28] and
launched an effective attack on some PEKS schemes [10]. Jeong et al. [29] proved that any PEKS scheme satisfying
at least computationally indistinguishable consistency is subjected to KGA. Xu et al. [24] proposed a PEKS scheme
with fuzzy keyword search to resist KGA in some scenarios. Furthermore, Chen et al. [30], [31] sequentially proposed
two PEKS schemes to resist KGA and improve the performance. Sun et al. [32] proposed a new idea to resist KGA by
limiting the capability to generate searchable ciphertexts.
Efficient PEKS. In the above PEKS schemes, the search complexity is linearly related to the total number of ciphertexts.
To accelerate search performance, a chain-like structure is described in [33]. However, the proposed chain cannot guarantee
the semantic security. Bellare et al. [34] proposed deterministic PKE with rapid keyword search as if the keywords were
not encrypted. Subsequently, Bellare et al. [35] and Boldyreva et al. [36] independently proposed two deterministic
PKE schemes, which are secure in the standard model. Deterministic PEKS schemes are applicable when the keyword
space has a high min-entropy. Without sacrificing semantic security, Xu et al. [3] proposed the first PEKS scheme with
sublinear search complexity.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
When applying the previous works on PEKS in practice, all keyword-searchable ciphertexts of a file must visually
connect to the file’s ciphertext. This feature is convenient for deleting some intended searchable ciphertexts; however, it
is contradictory to the semantic security of keywords. In other words, one can trivially distinguish that the searchable
ciphertexts of the same file’s ciphertext contain different keywords. To solve this problem, we define a new concept,
called DSPE, to extend the traditional concept of PEKS. By contrast, this new concept allows (1) the generated searchable
ciphertexts to only have hidden connections with their files’ ciphertexts in practice, (2) all searchable ciphertexts to
construct some hidden structures to rapidly find the matching ciphertexts if one knows a keyword-search trapdoor, and
(3) some intended ciphertexts to be rapidly deleted if one knows a file-delete trapdoor. Finally, we construct a DSPE
instance to realize our aim, prove that the instance is semantically secure under the CBDH assumption in the RO model,
and demonstrate the practicability of the instance through experiments.
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